THE ONLY NOZZLE FOR EVERY CAULKING APPLICATION

Bullet 370

The Best Just Keeps Gettin’ Better!®

BEADSCOPE 360 NOZZLE (p/n 1083-G01)

• Swiveling nozzle enables ideal caulking angles without stopping.
• Adjusts on the fly to match every joint situation.
• Rotates and locks into position.
• Fits both Albion Professional Line (DL-45, DL-59, etc.) and B-Line (B12S20, B26S20, etc.) sausage/bulk guns.
• Kit includes one Beadscope body with bases for both Professional Line & B-Line caps, one retaining ring for the bent cone and three bent cone nozzles.
  *Albion Bent Cone Nozzles are also sold separately (p/n 935-3).
• Plastic nozzle tip is easily trimmed with a utility knife to desired size.

BEADSCOPE ASSEMBLY:

1. Select correct Beadscope base for your Albion Professional or B-Line caulk gun (both included).
2. Insert Beadscope base through caulk gun cap.
3. Thread Beadscope body onto base.
4. Insert Albion 935-3 bent cone nozzle through Beadscope collar. Thread collar onto body.
5. Thread caulk gun cap with Beadscope assembly onto caulk gun. Trim nozzle to desired size.
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